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101 Secrets For Your Twenties 
Paul Angone Shares Secrets to Rocking Life in Your Twenties and Beyond 
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��. — It all started when his blog post went viral. Paul Angone 

posted his 21 Secrets for your 20's on his website AllGroanUp.com to share 

the funny, insightful truths he’d learned the hard way. He knew he had struck 

a chord when his site crashed - twice, and now the article has been read by 

nearly a million people in 190 countries. Angone has expanded the scope of 

that article for his new book, 101 Secrets for Your Twenties (Moody 

Publishers), which releases July 2013.   

 

Seth Godin, New York Times bestselling author and speaker, commends 

101 Secrets for Your Twenties: “Like a wiser, funnier, older brother . . . 

Paul’s been there, done that, and wants to save you some pain and trouble.”  

 

Angone writes for a hyper-connected generation which is full of potential even as many twenty-

somethings are feeling frustrated, fearful, and alone. As a cultural commentator barely removed from this 

generation’s firsthand experience, Angone pinpoints problems and feelings shared by those in their 

twenties.  Alongside his trademark humor, the author also offers intriguing twists on why twenty-

something struggles are vital for personal development. 

  

Some of the secrets Paul shares are hilarious, some are poignant, and some are certain to be re-tweeted, 

but all are insightful and true. Here are five short versions of Angone’s 101 secrets: 

• Secret #8: Those friends who are uber-successful in their twenties are the outlier, not the norm. 
Sometimes it’s those who have the sleekest exteriors and the prettiest dining room sets who have 
the most garbage shoved in their closets. 

• Secret #25: Your twenties will produce more failure than you’ll choose to remember. The key is, 
when you fail, don’t begin to call yourself a failure. 

• Secret #35: The Freshman-Fifteen is nothing compared to the Cubicle-Cincuenta. Don’t sit at 
your computer perched like a Roman gargoyle letting office birthday cake be forced upon you. 

• Secret #44: Obsessive Comparison Disorder is the smallpox of our generation. Remember that 
everyone is too busy putting a PR spin on their Facebook profile to care much about yours. 

• Secret #70: Making and keeping friends in your twenties takes intentionality. Where have all the 
friendships gone and how do we get them back. 

 

--more-- 
 



 

 

101 Secrets for Your Twenties offers twenty-somethings truthful, relatable advice wrapped in 

wit and humor. The book offers parents and friends of twenty-somethings a clearer 

understanding of the unique challenges this younger generation faces. Both sets of readers 

should watch for Angone’s five-city book tour (Los Angeles, New York, Portland, Chicago, and 

Denver) and listen for national radio interviews this summer.  

 

Paul Angone is an author, speaker, humorist, storyteller, and founder of AllGroanUp.com. As 

an emerging voice for this generation, Paul understands the unique struggle of those going 

through the rocky, ambiguous, thrilling decade of their 20’s. During his twenties, Paul Angone 

earned a Bachelor’s degree in Communication Studies and a Master's degree in Organizational 

Leadership. He lives in Los Angeles with his wife and two daughters.  

 
Moody Publishers’ goal is to provide high-quality, thought-provoking books and products that connect 

truth to people’s real needs and challenges.  For more information on other books and products written 

and produced from a biblical perspective, go to www.moodypublishers.com. 
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